
STEWARD'S REPORT

Sale
Sunday, 25 Mar 2018

Weather conditions: FINE

Track condition: GOOD

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C. SCOTT

Stewards: G. TRUETT/E. CLARKE/R. PETTERSON

Judges: N. ANDERSON / R. STEPHEN

Lure Drivers: B. HALLIGAN / T. JOLLY

Starter: G. BROWN

Kennel Supervisor: D. SHINGLES

Kennel Attendants: A. DELANEY / V. LARSEN

Veterinarian: DR. CATHERINE PURVIS

Race 1
HEYFIELD FAMILY DENTAL CARE

5:54 pm
440m

Maiden

Duke Of Burnley and Lucy Gem were slow to begin.  Dream Gem, Our Star and Flaming Brooke collided
soon after the start checking Our Star and Flaming Brooke.  It's A Date and Dream Gem collided
approaching the first turn severely checking It's A Date which contacted the running rail.  Dream Gem
checked off Just Love on the first turn checking Flaming Brooke, Duke Of Burnley and Misload.  Our Star
and Flaming Brooke collided approaching the home turn checking Our Star and Duke Of Burnley.  Duke Of
Burnley checked off Our Star on the home turn.

It's A Date was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

A sample was taken from Just Love - the winner of the event.

Race 2
OLD TIMERS HANDICAP

6:12 pm
520m

Mixed 6/7

A pre-race sample was taken from Zipping Mulga.

El Helecho was quick to begin.  Where's Lachie, Wanneroo and Ima Logger were slow to begin.  Trapezius
and Zipping Mulga collided on the first turn checking Trapezius.  Ima Logger crossed in entering the back
straight checking Wanneroo and Trapezius.  Ima Logger checked off Where's Lachie on the second turn. 
Wanneroo and Ima Logger collided several times approaching the home turn checking Wanneroo which
contacted the running rail.  Ballerina and Zipping Mulga collided on the home turn checking Ballerina. 
Where's Lachie and Trapezius raced wide in the home straight.

Wanneroo was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was  no apparent injury found.

A sample was taken from El Helecho - the winner of the event.

Race 3
CAFE 3858

6:37 pm
440m

Grade 7

A pre-race sample was taken from Aston Halle.

Swanny Flyer and Strycova were quick to begin.  Spin The Trolley, Aston Halle and Cosmic Reign were
slow to begin.  Krypto Jam, Swanny Flyer and Strycova collided approaching the first turn checking
Swanny Flyer and Rare Gem.  Swanny Flyer and Rare Gem collided on the first turn severely checking
Swanny Flyer and checking Spin The Trolley.  Swanny Flyer and Strycova collided on the home turn
checking Strycova and causing Cosmic Reign to race wide.  Cosmic Reign raced wide in the home
straight.   Spin The Trolley checked off Rare Gem in the home straight.

Krypto Jam was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Stewards queried the performance of Krypto Jam with the trainer Mr. C. Johannsen, in particular
approaching the home turn.  Mr. Johannsen stated that the greyhound had only won over the 300mts and
that he believed the greyhound had faltered in the same area at it's previous start, stewards noted his
explanation and issued a warning on this occasion.

Race 4
GIPPSLAND HOME INSPECTIONS

FINAL
6:59 pm
440m

Mixed 6/7 Final

A pre-race sample was taken from Annasay.

Dr. Murphy was quick to begin.  Zipping Bomber and Tahlia's Diamond were slow to begin.  Alabar checked
off Dr. Murphy approaching the first turn.  Alabar checked off Dr.Murphy on the first turn causing Zipping
Bomber to gallop on Alabar severely checking Zipping Bomber and Alabar, checking Tahlia's Diamond and
causing Alabar to stumble as a result.  Dr. Murphy and Grand Devinci collided in the home straight
checking Dr. Murphy.

Dr. Murphy was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right wrist injury,
a 10 day stand down period was imposed.

Alabar was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left and right wrist
injury, a 14 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Italian Plastic - the winner of the event.



Race 5
ALDERSEA & HIGGINS DAMSELS

DASH
7:18 pm
440m

Grade 5

Stewards spoke to Mr. K. Holland, the trainer of Audacious Poppy regarding the length of time the
greyhound has had between races.  Audacious Poppy last raced on 7th December, 2017.  Mr.Holland
stated that the greyhound was returning to racing after a change of kennels.

A pre-race sample was taken from Audacious Poppy.

Audacious Poppy, Ya Reckon and Trianna were quick to begin.  Zoom Out was slow to begin.  Mepunga
Bonnie checked off Audacious Poppy approaching the first turn.  Ya Reckon galloped on Mepunga Bonnie
on the first turn.  Perrie Lulu raced wide entering the home straight.

A sample was taken from Trianna - the winner of the event.

Race 6
VERN GRAHAM

7:44 pm
440m

Mixed 4/5

A pre-race sample was unable to be obtained from Chevsta, a post race sample was subsequently taken.

Air Load and Chevsta were slow to begin.  Takaho Tiger and Perrie The Fairy collided soon after the start
checking Takaho Tiger and Air Load.  Takaho Tiger checked off Air Load approaching the first turn.  Perrie
The Fairy checked off Winlock Strecker on the first turn. Chevsta crossed in on the first turn checking Aston
Marshall, severely checking Conclusive and checking Takaho Tiger.  Dyna Carver and Chevsta collided
approaching the home turn checking both greyhounds.  Air Load checked off Winlock Strecker entering the
home straight causing Perrie The Fairy to race wide.  Conclusive and Takaho Tiger raced wide in the home
straight.

Race 7
IERARDI PLASTERING

8:04 pm
520m

Mixed 4/5

Lottie Biscotti crossed in soon after the start checking Print The Money, Mars Rising and Brindle Bay. 
Brindle Bay checked off Lottie Biscotti on the first turn checking Mars Rising.  Lottie Biscotti and Raise The
Bet collided entering the back straight checking Lottie Biscotti, Raise The Bet and Print The Money.  Brindle
Bay and Raise The Bet collided on the second turn checking Brindle Bay.  Lakeview Maisey raced wide in
the home straight.

Brindle Bay was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Print The Money was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right back
muscle injury, a 10 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Lakeview Maisey - the winner of the event.

Race 8
IGA HEYFIELD

8:25 pm
440m

Free For All

Our Bravo Rose was slow to begin.  Jesaulenko, Omega Brittany and Aston Hinkley collided soon after the
start checking Omega Brittany.  Crickets Dash and Omega Sniper collided approaching the first turn
checing Crickets Dash and Hurunui Jack.  Jesaulenko and Aston Hinkley collided on the first turn checking
Aston Hinkley.  Jesaulenko and Our Bravo Rose collided on the first turn checking Our Bravo Rose. 
Hurunui Jack and Our Bravo Rose collided approaching the home turn checking Our Bravo Rose.  Aston
Hinkley raced wide in the home straight.

Our Bravo Rose was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Race 9
RAILWAY HOTEL HEYFIELD

8:54 pm
440m

Mixed 6/7

Blank Page was a late scratching at 12:25pm due to illness. (GAR 23).  A 10 day stand down period was
imposed.  Stewards will require a veterinary certificate before any future nomination will be accepted.

El Diamonte, Potere and Surgical Wally were quick to begin.  Potere and Surgical Wally collided soon after
the start checking Potere.  Potere and Sure Load collided on the first turn checking both greyhounds. 
Racey Rose and Surgical Wally collided approaching the home turn checking Surgical Wally.  Ava's Dream
and Surgical Wally collided on the home turn checking both greyhounds.  Ava's Dream and Surgical Wally
collided entering the home straight checking Surgical Wally.

A sample was taken from Zipping Monty - the winner of the event.

Race 10
RODWELLS HEYFIELD DAMSELS

DASH
9:14 pm
440m

Grade 5

Dargo Dasher, Lottie Glenda and Supa Shalala were quick to begin.  Angry Alley was slow to begin. 
Dargo Dasher and Apila Moola collided approaching the first turn checking Apila Moola and Lakeview
Isla.  Apila Moola and Lakeview Isla collided on the first turn checking Lakeview Isla and Angry Alley. 
Aston Liesel and Lottie Glenda collided  approaching the home turn and again on the home turn checking
Aston Liesel and Apila Moola.  Caramel Opal and Aston Liesel collided approaching the home turn. 
Caramel Opal crossed out on the home turn severely checking Aston Liesel and Caramel Opal and
causing Aston Liesel and Caramel Opal to race wdie as a result.

Aston Liesel was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound was found to have
soreness in the left wrist, a 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Caramel Opal was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained small
abrasions to the right hind toes.  No stand down period was imposed.

Stewards issued a warning to Mr. G. O'Keefe, the handler of Caramel Opal regarding the greyhound's
racing manners on the home turn.

Apila Moola was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a dislocated left
hind toe and a left hind metatarsal fracture, a 60 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 11
GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM

9:29 pm
520m

Arma Rapida, Pee Dee and Mister Heeney were slow to begin.  Arma Rapida, Pee Dee and Mister Heeney
collided soon after the start checking Pee Dee.  Jake and Blue Alcatraz collided on the first turn checking
Jake.

Pee Dee was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left front wrist



Grade 5 injury, a 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke the handler Mr. B. Kenney regarding his difficulty in boxing the greyhound Mister Heeney. 
Stewards directed that Mr. Heeney be boxed first in future events.

Race 12
TAB - WE LOVE A BET

9:52 pm
440m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Twenty Tamar.

Jett Zafonic and Charly Shu Shine collided soon after the start checking both greyhounds.  Lektra Flame
and Fearless Flyer collided approaching the first turn checking Fearless Flyer.  Twenty Tamar and Captain
Universe collided approaching the first turn checking Captain Universe.  Lektra Flame and Captain
Universe collided on the first turn severely checking Captain Universe.  Fearless Flyer raced wide on the
home turn and in the home straight.

Lektra Flame was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right front
abraded paw pad/webbing, a 5 day stand down  period was imposed.




